
ISOLATOR
PASCAL

A flexible nylon cotton roll 
holder for dry field isolation. 
Each clamp firmly holds any 
size (1, 2 or 3) cotton rolls. Fully 
adaptable to upper and lower 
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DISPENSERS/
HOLDERS

COTTON ROLL HOLDER 
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Cotton Roll Holders
conveniently hold one
bundle of cotton rolls for
easy storage and dispensing.
These round holders are
made of durable plastic.
They are easy to fill and
convenient to use.  Darby Cotton Roll Holders
come with a tight fitting cover that keeps the rolls
inside clean, dry and free of dust and other
airborne particles. 

Plastic with cover
9509352 White
9509350 Blue
9509348 Beige

GLASS DRESSING JARS 
WITH METAL COVERS
GRAHAM-FIELD 

The Glass Dressing Jars are
transparent glass jars with
stainless steel covers/lids.
Provide easy viewing of
various sundries at a
glance. Ideal for clinics and
physician offices. 

Glass Jar
9511440   3" x 3" [3460]                                  
9511441     4" x 4" [3461]                                  
9511442    5" x 5" [3462]                                  
9511443    6" x 6" [3463]

WRAPPED COTTON ROLLS
RICHMOND DENTAL 

Richmond's Wrapped
Rolls are a great, 
reliable alternative
among dental rolls.
Their soft, non-woven
absorbent casing 
contains no starch
which means they will
not stick to mucosa. 

1 1/2", Medium Dia. 3/8", 2000/Pkg.
9509390  [200404] 

COTTON ROLL
DELUXE DISPENSER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Deluxe Cotton Roll
Dispensers protect and
dispense cotton rolls
cleanly and conveniently.
These dispensers are
manufactured from
durable plastic material
that is easy to clean and
disinfect.  They feature a
strong, solid, non-skid base
and the pull out drawer dispenses up to three rolls
per use.

Deluxe
9509340 Blue
9509342 Gray
9509343 Mauve
9509344 White
9509341 Beige

Q-TIPS
KENDALL-SHERWOOD

Kendall Q-Tips Cotton Tipped 
Applicators are single tipped, 
wood stick applicators which 
are versatile. They have soft 
absorbent tips and are easy 
to clean or culture hard to 
reach areas. 

1000/Pkg.
3562005  6" [540500]                                    
0063549  3" [540400]                                    

PREMIUM COTTON ROLLS
CROSSTEX

Recognized as the industry standard, these cotton
rolls are soft, pliable, non-linting, non-irritating,
absorbing up to 10 times their weight, thus
minimizing the amount needed during a
procedure. 

1.5" x 0.38", Non-Sterile, 2000/Pkg.
3412020   #2 Medium [DNC]                           

PAROTISROLL COTTON
ROLLS - CONTINUED
and undisturbed treatment. 

100/Pkg.
9507242   No. 1 9 mm x 80 mm [160001]
9507243   No. 2 10 mm x 80 mm [160002]
9507244  No. 3 10 mm x 100 mm [160003]
9507245   No. 4 8 mm x 100 mm [160005]

SPONGE DISPENSER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Sponge
Dispensers hold and
dispense 2” x 2”
gauze, cotton and
non-woven sponges.
These convenient
dispensers are made
of tough, autoclavable plastic.  They feature a
spring-loaded inner mechanism that allows for
easy filling and dispensing.  Darby Sponge
Dispensers hold up to 32 individual sponges and
are available in a variety of colors to compliment
every office.

9520300  Blue
9520303  Mauve                                               
9520305  White                                                

COTTON ROLL HOLDERS
GARMERS

Cotton Roll Holders 
are intraoral clamps 
that hold all sizes of 
absorbent rolls securely 
in the mouth. Set of right and left 
stainless steel holders come in a package. 

2/Pkg.
9509360  Adult         
9509362  Junior                                               

INFECTION CONTROL ROLL
DISPENSER
RICHMOND DENTAL 

The patented Infection
Control Roll Dispenser
(ICRD) is fully auto-
clavable and maintains the
sterility 
of the rolls inside. This 
dispenser has a weighted
base and paddle-wheel design. 

Dispenser w/200 Roll
8840600  Blue [200224]
8840602  White [200424]
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